
PIG LAUNCH VALVE 
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THE RHINO PIG LAUNCH VALVE IS AVAILABLE IN 2” - 8”.  



PIG LAUNCH VALVE 
INTRO 
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 The Rhino Pig Launch Valve that is machined from any machinable  bar stock with  
rotating lap flange rings for ease in installation makes this valve a leader in the industry.     
 The Rhino Pig Launch Valve is the newest evolution in rotary valve design. Bar 
stock construction allows for maximum flexibility.  
The modular lap flanges allows ease of installation and alignment if valve is ever removed.  
 The lower bottom entry enables maintenance personnel an opportunity to inspect the 
ball and seats  inline.   
 With a wide range of seat options the Rhino Pig Launch Valve can be fitted with 
TFE, PTFE, RTFE, MULTIFIL, DAVLON, PEEK, STAINLESS STEEL, STELLITE, 
DELRIN, BUNA, VITON or UHMWPE seats.  
 The ball and stem can be provided in stainless steel, carbon steel,  monel, Titanium, 
Alloy 20, aluminum, or Hastalloy. 
  
Integral ISO 5211 mounting pad is optional. 
Consult factory for automation options. 

Rhino Pig Valve solid 316L Stainless Steel A105 bar stock 
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Cavity safety pressure relief valve 

The safety vent valve 
relieves the cavity pres-
sure to assure that the 
valve is in blocked and 
sealed position.  

Vent the valve body through the drainage plug (pos. 27) verify that the valve is depressurized 
completely.  

Vent Procedure: 
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PIG LAUNCH VALVE 
SAFETY PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 
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PIG LAUNCH VALVE 
VALVE SCHEMATIC 

01-  VALVE BODY         10- STOP PLATE  22-  PIG DOOR              31-  O`RING STEM 
02 - PLUG          11- RETAINING NUT 23-  BODY END           32-  O`RING BLINDLUG 
03 - BALL          12- HANDLE  24-  FLANGE              33-  LOCK STUD 
04 - SEATS         15- WRENCH NUT  25-  LOCK                 34-  LOCKNUT 
05-  STEM         16- HEX NUT  26-  PRISIONER        35-  O´RING SEATS 
06 - BODY SEALS             17 -STOP SCREW                 27-  PLUG DRAIN     36-  SPRING PLATE 
07 - THRUST BEARING   19 STUD                                28-  BEARING OF BALL   
08 - STEM SEALS FOLLOWER      20 BODY NUTS                  29-  THRUST BEARING 
 09 - CENTERING WASHER         21 NAME PLATE                 30-  SEAL END 
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Pig Launch access port (OPEN) 

4.2.2 TO INTRODUCE THE PIG   
Turning the handle (pos.12) clockwise until slot stem is perpendicular to the pipe.  
b)    Vent the valve body through the drainage plug (pos. 27) verifying that the valve is depressurized 
completely. If  the vent persists the valve is leaking through the seats. In such a case the introduction of 
the PIG should be suspended, then follow instructions according with  point 5.4 procedure. (Leakages 
through the line)  
c) Loosen the prisoner (pos. 26) until the lock (pos. 25) is released.  
d) Turning the lock (together with the Pig Door) counter clockwise, until freeing the blind plug (pos. 
22).   
e) Extract the Pig Door.   
f) Introduce the pig with the back part toward the interior of the ball (pos. 03).Verify that the pig is in-
side the ball throat, in order to avoid interferences with the body while the ball is turning.   
g) Place the Pig Door back into position.  
h) Turn the lock clockwise until slot lodges into the stud (pos.33)   
i)  Adjust the Pig Door firmly (pos. 26)   
j) Close the safety vent plug (pos.27).  
k) Turning handle counter-clockwise until the slot stem is in line with the pipe. In this position the 

valve is ready to launch the pig.  

Pig Launch access port (CLOSED) Rhino PIG Valve Plug 
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Pig Launch Valve 
Pig  Launch Locking Device  
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The Rhino valve will provide bubble tight shutoff when used in accordance with our  
pressure/temperature chart.                                                                                                                       
It is not recommended to leave standard ball valves partially open without knowing the pressure 
drop and flow at that position.  Control valves with special seats designed for that kind of service 
are available upon request.    

 
  

Rhino Pig Valve 
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PIG LAUNCH VALVE  
Operation 
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DISASSEMBLY OF VALVE   
 a) Wrap the ball with a protective material  to prevent damage .     
 b) Release the pressure retained in the body cavity by opening the safety vent valve. 
c) Remove the nuts (Pos. 20) and remove the body cover (Pos. 23)    
d) Unscrew and remove the breach (Pos. 02) with the corresponding seats (Pos. 04). 
e) Remove the seats spring washer (Pos.36) and O-ring seat (Pos. 35) of both breaches. 
f) Remove the ball set (Pos.2) and bearing retainers.     
g) Disassemble the stem to remove the following elements:   

Handle, nut stem, stop plate, and separator. 
 h) Remove  the stem from the interior of the body and to remove the inferior washer of their lodging 
inside the body. Now take off the superior washers. To change stem O-ring(Pos.31).     
i) All of the pieces must be cleaned and kept in a dry place. All the shutoff surfaces in the ball, seats , 
seals and faces must be carefully inspected. There can not be corrosion, erosion, metal incrustations in 
the seats.  
  

(A) 
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VALVE DISASSEMBLY 
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Place the valve on a 
solid work surface 
with the stem in hori-
zontal position as in-
dicated in the follow-
ing figure: 
 



P—__.__     —  __   6   —  __ __   —   __ __ __ 

Size 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
6.0 
8.0 
 
 
Body Material 
4-Carbon Steel 
6-Stainless Steel 
 
Trim Material 
6-Stainless Steel 
 
Seat Material 
TT– Teflon 
MT– Multifill 
RT– Reinforced 
Teflon 
SS– Stainless 
Steel 
PK— PEEK 
 
ANSI Class 
     #150 
     #300 
     #600 

Order Information 
Order by part number. Use the no-
menclature below to choose the  op-
tions needed. When ordering please 
specify Temperature, Pressure and 
Media in service.  
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Pig Launch Valve 
Nomenclature 
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